
Mail.ru Group

Building the leading Russian internet 

ecosystem



1. We are excited by the local Internet market opportunity:

a) Largest internet market in Europe, with ~147mn people living in Russia and >75% Internet penetration 

for those aged 16+

b) Cheapest data globally: with Russia ranked 4th cheapest globally for mobile data, at RUB37.9/Gb vs 

RUB195.5 global avg and with Russia being cheapest globally in terms of pricing of unlimited data at 

RUB613 vs RUB2791.8 global average

c) Room for advertising growth: Despite mild 2.3% GDP growth in 2018, overall advertising market 

expanded by 12% as remains underpenetrated, at ~0.5% share of GDP vs 1% in the US or 0.6% in 

China and with $21 in spend per capita vs $233 in the US or $37 in China

d) Ongoing shift to digital advertising: with Internet having surpassed TV for the first time in 2018 in 

terms of share in advertising wallet (RUB203bn vs RUB187bn) with 48% share of online as of 1H19. 

Furthermore, social networks have been gaining share vs other digital channels as reflected by MRGôs 

38% advertising growth in 2018 vs 22% growth for the market. Mail.ru Group accounts for ~16% of 

advertising wallet, which means further growth potential compared with ~20% share of FB in the US

2. We are the largest domestic Internet company in terms of reach at >93% local Internet audience coverage 

monthly and ~70% daily given our 100% ownership of #1/#2 local social networks, #1 mapping service, portal 

etc

Executive Summary:

Source: Internal data, Content review, Mediascope data around Internet reach
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10 year CAGR ~30%  

Mail.ru Group has grown revenues 10x over 10 years

Source: Internal data. Guidance is provided on ex ESF, ex Pandao and ex DC basis (management accounts, pro-forma and hence demonstrates purely organic growth) 
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Advertising revenue doubled over the past 3 years & 

we continue to gain share

4Advertising revenue, RUB M
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Source: Internal data

Mail.ru Group has been growing its advertising revenues faster than overall market, having gained 3p.p of market 

share since 2015. 

We believe in further shift in advertising budgets from offline to online as well as from other channels to social within 

online, and hence see further room for market share gains for MRG from current ~16% of digital market.

Trend continues, with MRG having grown ad revenues by 22% in 1H vs 20% for the market.

Despite challenging macro, tight competition and high base effect, we anticipate 2H ad growth to be at least as 

strong as 1H



Social 

networks

Food 

delivery
Classifieds Search Taxi Online 

video
EcomMusic 

services Games

Global leader

Local Russian leader

MRG 

ecosystem

AliExpress

Russia

Main Internet verticals in Russia 
are dominated by local players despite global 
competition

Source: Management estimates, Internal data
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1998-2001

Email and portal

launched 

#1 E-mail service 

in RU

Ahead of Gmail 

in Russia

2007 2008 2016-now

Expanded into 

gaming & now also 

eSports
Main 

milestones

Current 

status 

#1 PC game in RU

Successful mobile 

games developer 

... and many other leading titles 

& studios

Expanded into 

social

Leading social networks in 

RU

Ahead of Facebook, 

Instagram and Twitter in 

Russia

Communication Social Gaming & eSports E-commerce

Expanded into O2O 

and e-commerce

#1 restaurant food delivery 

service in RU (developing in 

partnership with Sberbank) 

Leading mobile classified in 

RU (100% owned by MRG)

Fastest growing ride-hailing 

service in RU (developing 

in partnership with

Sberbank)

Emerging cross-border e-

commerce player (developing 

in partnership with Alibaba 

(incl AliPay), MegaFon & 

RDIF)

MRG started from email & portal but has now become a 
leading social, gaming, & O2O company in Russia

Source: Management estimates, public sources including Mediascope data for 0+ for web for OK  
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We diversified into eSports and 

went intl by partnering with 

Modern Pick

How about the future? We see opportunities across multiple areas - fintech, B2B, Cloud, AI. Although key 

near-term focus will be on cross-selling between existing products, loyalty, single ID => extracting 

synergies from the ecosystem, which we have built over recent years



Digital 

media

Games & 

eSports

E-commerce

Users

AI, Big data

Cloud

Infrastructure 

(IT, payments, etc.)

Communications 

and social services

Developing in 

partnership with Alibaba, 

RDIF and Megafon

Digital 

media

O2O

Developing a leading O2O 

consumer

services platform together 

with Sberbank

Ad tech

Other

Mail.ru Group is building an ecosystem powered by 
~100M users and developing partnerships to 
strengthen across verticals and lead digital 
transformation of Russia

Source: Internal data
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eSports

Developing a leading global 

eSports and non-violent 

games company in 

partnership with Modern 

Pick

Users and their daily 

needs sit at the heart of 

our ecosystem and 

strategy

Driving loyalty and 

cross-selling through 

products like:



Enhancing our ecosystem through cross-integration and 

cross-selling to drive further growth
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Single ID Subscription 

bundle
VK  Mini Apps

Source: Internal data

Launched on Oct 17. 

Includes Delivery Club, 

Citymobil, Cloud, YouDrive 

services of Mail.ru Group as 

well as a number of partner 

services

Now offers >11,000 apps. View-to-

order conversion through VK Taxi Mini 

App for CM is even higher than through 

own app. Target is to onboard and 

cross-sell MRG services through VK 

Mini Apps platform

Provides for soft integration of all MRG 

products under core brand as part of 

ecosystem and brand-awareness 

development. Already applies to Mail.ru 

Email, Cloud, VseApteki, Marusya, 

Delivery Club, Citymobil, Mail.ru Portal, 

News services. Will shortly include Youla and 

Boom



Combo - subscription for RUB 199 with 7 partners
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Services included in the bundle at launch:

Delivery Club (MRG)

Additional 10% discount on 
top of any current discounts

Perekrestok
Online/Offline (Partner)

10% off the check

aŎ5ƻƴŀƭŘΩǎ όtŀǊǘƴŜǊύ

Buy 1 get 1 free Big Mac 
(per month)

YouDrive (MRG)

50% discount on the first trip 
and 10% cashback on all trips

Citymobil(MRG)

10% discount on all trips 
(+3% on top of any existing 
discount)

CloudMail.ru (MRG)

16GB of free space

MegaFonTV / 
Amediateka(by HBO) 
(Partner)

Free access to video content 
from Amediatekathrough free 
access to promo package of 
MegaFonTV

Estimated value to the customer is >RUB1,300 RUB targeting food delivery, ride sharing/hailing, on-line 

video, Cloud and food retail including QSR services 

Multiple tests have been done prior to launch on Oct 17 in order to 

ensure superior customer value proposition
Source: Internal data



Solid M&A track record

Yes, we have done a number of M&A in recent history, but with solid 
execution post deal closure in terms of consistently del ivered elevated revenue 
growth

Source: Internal data
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Revenue growth since the acquisit ion 

Q3-14 Q4-18

VK

Q3-16 Q4-18

Geek Brains

Q3-16 Q4-18

Pixonic

Q4-16 Q4-18

Delivery Club



oCPM
(launched in 2018) Focus initiatives 

Results for MRG

Å Amounted to ~10% of total ad sales through 

myTarget in Sepô19, up from 1.6% last June

Å Ongoing technological improvements result in 

continued growth in avg CPM for both OK and 

VK 

Benchmark

Plans Å Introduce for events ïbroaden sale across all 

categories / types of clients

Å Facebook ads delivery and bidding optimization 

has proven to work well across a wide range of 

audiences and industries

Å Facebookôs revenue growth is drivenmainly by 

ARPU: DAU in 2018 grew 10% YoY, whereas 

ad revenue surged 38%   

Contextual targeting
(launched in 2018) 

Å Done based on search queries on MRG 

platforms (Youla, VK, OK, etc), desktop+in-app

Å Clients can now edit contextual targeting lists in a 

much simpler way, there is retargeting data 

expiry now with target reach measurement)

Å Exceeded 5.5% of ad revenues in myTarget in 

Sepô19, up from 2% last June, with growth 

accelerating further post major platform update

Å Add new data sources, further improve targeting 

through enhancement of underlying advertising 

technology

Å Context advertising has set Amazonôs ad business 

on a path to rapid growth: from $3bn in 2016 to 

~$10bn in 2018

Å According to eMarketer, Amazon is now the #3 

digital ad platform in the US with a market share 

expected to grow from 4.1% in 2018 up to 7.0% in 

2020

Advertising ïadditional upside: new models

Source: Peers reports, internal data based on myTarget statistics. Adjusted for own platform marketing 
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SME targeting Focus initiatives

Results for MRG

Å Number of clients with <RUB50k budgets in 

myTarget continued to grow at >30% YoY in 

Sepô19

Å CPM continues to improve, with hyperlocal 

targeting ad share exceeding 6% of advertising 

sales in myTarget in Sepô19, up from 4.7% in 

Sepô18

Benchmark

Plans  

Å Facebook has ~5m advertisers, the majority of 

which are small and medium sized businesses, 

VK has ~110k advertisers

Performance retail

Å Our focus remains on moving offline retail trade-

marketing budgets to online 

Å We are expanding partnerships with retailers 

around online targeting

Å ñCashbackò product has been launched when 

MRG users (within VK, OK etc) can earn 

discounts/bonus points on partner products by 

scanning receipts. Involves usage of our QR 

code tech

Å Work on promoting demand for given technology 

Å Broader rollout of direct cashbacks in VK and OK

Å Total trade-marketing capacity stood at 

RUB500bn in 2018. Even small share of this 

market may bring billions of additional revenue 

to MRG

Å Adding new data sources = further improving 

targeting through better advertising technology

Å Continued focus on broadening SME 

advertiser base 

Advertising ïadditional upside: new initiatives

Source: Internal data based on myTarget statistics, Peer reports 
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MRG Advertising network

<15%

1.6x

Share of network revenue in total advertising revenue

Ad network revenue increase YoY in Sepô19

+30%
Increase in the number of ad networkôs partners YoY in Sepô19 

(desktop+mobile), with significant room for additional upside

ÅWe plan to further improve quality of traffic on partner websites and mobile apps, with 

benchmarking vs global standards in terms of viewability, anti-fraud, etc, which is expected to 

further support related revenues 

Advertising network development in focus

Source: Internal statistics
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Advertising strategy - focus on building 
omnichannel reach tools 

Customer

Smart TV

Addressable TV

Smartphone & 

Desktop

OOH

Offline Retail

Voice 

Assistant

Online Radio

Source: Internal data
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